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Sentiment and Topical 
Classification 

•  Positive vs. negative: 
•  "a sentimental mess that never rings true" 

•  Objective or subjective? 
•  "the movie takes place in mexico, 2002“ 

•  Classify atheism vs. christianity, baseball vs. 
cryptography, full IMDB reviews, and etc. 



Standard datasets 

•  Snippets 
•  Rotten tomato movie reviews, Subjective vs. Objective 

•  Customer reviews, MPQA polarity 

•  Longer reviews 
•  Long IMDB reviews, large IMDB reviews 

•  Topical classification 
•  Subtopics within 20-newsgroups, such as religion vs. 

atheism, cryptography vs. baseball 



How are we doing? 
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ABSTRACT
The existence and use of standard test collections in information
retrieval experimentation allows results to be compared between
research groups and over time. Such comparisons, however, are
rarely made. Most researchers only report results from their own
experiments, a practice that allows lack of overall improvement to
go unnoticed. In this paper, we analyze results achieved on the
TREC Ad-Hoc, Web, Terabyte, and Robust collections as reported
in SIGIR (1998–2008) and CIKM (2004–2008). Dozens of indi-
vidual published experiments report effectiveness improvements,
and often claim statistical significance. However, there is little evi-
dence of improvement in ad-hoc retrieval technology over the past
decade. Baselines are generally weak, often being below the me-
dian original TREC system. And in only a handful of experiments
is the score of the best TREC automatic run exceeded. Given this
finding, we question the value of achieving even a statistically sig-
nificant result over a weak baseline. We propose that the commu-
nity adopt a practice of regular longitudinal comparison to ensure
measurable progress, or at least prevent the lack of it from going
unnoticed. We describe an online database of retrieval runs that
facilitates such a practice.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and soft-
ware—performance evaluation.

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement, Standardization.

Keywords
Retrieval experiment, evaluation, system measurement, survey.

1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval (IR) research has a strong tradition of em-

pirical evaluation, stretching back to the Cranfield experiments of
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the 1960s [Cleverdon, 1967, 1991]. These established the standard
methodology for assessment of retrieval effectiveness: a test col-
lection consisting of a fixed document corpus, a set of topics or
queries, and judgments indicating which documents are relevant to
which topics. To measure a retrieval system, the queries are run
against the corpus, returning a ranked list of documents or run for
each query. The group of runs a system returns for a set of topics
will be referred to here as a runset. The runs are marked up for rel-
evance using the judgments, and the relevance vectors are scored
using a measure such as mean average precision (MAP) or rank-
biased precision (RBP) [Harman, 1993, Moffat and Zobel, 2008].
In collaborative experiments, multiple groups submit systems

that are compared against each other. But in laboratory work, the
typical scenario considered in this paper, as few as two systems
may be used, one implementing a new technique, the other provid-
ing a baseline for comparison. The validity of the new technique is
tested by comparing its score to the baseline, and any apparent im-
provement is then tested with a statistical significance test [Zobel,
1998, Sanderson and Zobel, 2005, Smucker et al., 2007].
Creating test collections is costly. The document corpus must

be collected; topics must be formulated; and, most expensive of
all, relevance judgments must be performed. However, once a test
collection has been created, using and reusing it is cheap, as no
further human involvement is required in the evaluation process.
Thus there is a strong incentive for researchers to reuse existing
test collections rather than create new ones. While there are ob-
jections that could be made to this continuous reuse of the same
test data, it does offer one great advantage: it allows us to compare
the results of different research experiments, so long as they are
performed on the same collection. If different researchers perform
experiments on different, privately-formed collections, comparing
scores is problematic [Webber et al., 2008]. However, if researchers
run experiments against the same collection, direct comparison of
scores is straightforward and informative.
The IR research community has available to it several large-

scale, high-quality test collections created through collaborative
experiments, most notably the collections generated by the TREC
effort [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. Founded at the start of the
1990s, TREC is an annual experiment involving many research
groups working on a range of retrieval tasks. The TREC effort
collects sizeable document corpuses, formulates topics, and under-
takes relevance assessments, creating judgment sets that are toler-
ably comprehensive even for multi-gigabyte document sets [Zobel,
1998]. The dozens of systems used in test collection construction
are a rich resource both for analysis of the collection itself and for
comparative evaluation of subsequent retrieval innovations. As a
result, the community is in the enviable position of being able to
conduct experiments that are deterministic, completely repeatable,
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the 1960s [Cleverdon, 1967, 1991]. These established the standard
methodology for assessment of retrieval effectiveness: a test col-
lection consisting of a fixed document corpus, a set of topics or
queries, and judgments indicating which documents are relevant to
which topics. To measure a retrieval system, the queries are run
against the corpus, returning a ranked list of documents or run for
each query. The group of runs a system returns for a set of topics
will be referred to here as a runset. The runs are marked up for rel-
evance using the judgments, and the relevance vectors are scored
using a measure such as mean average precision (MAP) or rank-
biased precision (RBP) [Harman, 1993, Moffat and Zobel, 2008].
In collaborative experiments, multiple groups submit systems

that are compared against each other. But in laboratory work, the
typical scenario considered in this paper, as few as two systems
may be used, one implementing a new technique, the other provid-
ing a baseline for comparison. The validity of the new technique is
tested by comparing its score to the baseline, and any apparent im-
provement is then tested with a statistical significance test [Zobel,
1998, Sanderson and Zobel, 2005, Smucker et al., 2007].
Creating test collections is costly. The document corpus must

be collected; topics must be formulated; and, most expensive of
all, relevance judgments must be performed. However, once a test
collection has been created, using and reusing it is cheap, as no
further human involvement is required in the evaluation process.
Thus there is a strong incentive for researchers to reuse existing
test collections rather than create new ones. While there are ob-
jections that could be made to this continuous reuse of the same
test data, it does offer one great advantage: it allows us to compare
the results of different research experiments, so long as they are
performed on the same collection. If different researchers perform
experiments on different, privately-formed collections, comparing
scores is problematic [Webber et al., 2008]. However, if researchers
run experiments against the same collection, direct comparison of
scores is straightforward and informative.
The IR research community has available to it several large-

scale, high-quality test collections created through collaborative
experiments, most notably the collections generated by the TREC
effort [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. Founded at the start of the
1990s, TREC is an annual experiment involving many research
groups working on a range of retrieval tasks. The TREC effort
collects sizeable document corpuses, formulates topics, and under-
takes relevance assessments, creating judgment sets that are toler-
ably comprehensive even for multi-gigabyte document sets [Zobel,
1998]. The dozens of systems used in test collection construction
are a rich resource both for analysis of the collection itself and for
comparative evaluation of subsequent retrieval innovations. As a
result, the community is in the enviable position of being able to
conduct experiments that are deterministic, completely repeatable,

…

…



Sentiment Snippets 

•  Recent works on sentiment analysis tries to 
model compositionality and sentence structure 

•  Strong case that linear, bag of words classifiers 
are insufficient for classifying sentiments 
[Moilanen and Pulman, RANLP07] 

•  Examples: 
•  “not an inhumane monster”  

•  “killing cancer” 

•  “Interesting BUT not compelling” 
 



On snippet datasets 

•  The most thorough comparisons in the literature 
are provided by [Nakagawa et al, ACL2010] 

•  Recursive autoencoder [Socher et al, EMNLP11] 

Methods CR	   MPQA	   RTs	  

Vo$ng	  *	   71.4	   80.4	   62.9	  
Rule-‐Based	  *	   74.3	   81.8	   62.9	  
BoF-‐w/Rev.	  *	   81.4	   84.1	   76.4	  
Tree-‐CRF	   81.4	   86.1	   77.3	  
RAE	   N/A	   85.7	   76.8	  
RAE-‐pretrain*	   N/A	   86.4	   77.7	  

*: uses extra data or resource;  Blue is the best 
 



Linear classifiers perform well 

•  Linear BoW models did not do that badly 

Methods CR	   MPQA	   RTs	  
Best	  previous	  result	   81.4	   *86.4	   *77.7	  
Mul+nomial	  Naïve	  Bayes	  (MNB)	   79.8	   85.3	   77.9	  
Linear	  SVM	   79.0	   86.1	   76.2	  

*: uses extra data or resource 
Blue is the best 

 



Bigrams are very helpful 

•  (Uni): unigram, (Bi): bigram 
•  MNB: multinomial Naïve Bayes 

Methods CR	   MPQA	   RTs	  
Previous	  SotA	   81.4	   *86.1	   *77.3	  
MNB	  (Uni)	   79.8	   85.3	   77.9	  
MNB(Bi)	   80.0	   86.3	   79.0	  
SVM	  (Uni)	   79.0	   86.1	   76.2	  
SVM	  (Bi)	   80.8	   86.7	   77.7	  

*: uses extra data or resource 
Blue is the best 

 



In this work 

•  Propose a simple but novel method that often 
gives state of the art performance 
•  Can we do better? 

•  Establish strong baselines for several standard 
sentiment analysis datasets of various types 

•  Analyze methods vs. type of datasets 



A simple method 

Take Multinomial Naïve Bayes, and fit w 
discriminatively with regularization: 

 

Maximize the margins (SVM), or maximize the log-
likelihood (Logistic regression) of this discriminant 
function 

 
There are 2 equivalent interpretations. 

 



Interpretation 1: features  

•  Regular SVM uses the indicator vector  
•  We use:  

 

•  Just train a discriminative classifier with these 
feature vectors 

[1 0 1 1 0] [3 0 .2 .9 0] 



Interpretation: regularization 

•  Use different regularization strengths 

Stronger regularization for features that are 
uninformative by themselves 

C:	




In this work 

•  Propose a simple, new method that often gives 
state of the art performances 
•  Let’s call it NBSVM 

•  Establish strong baselines for several 
standard sentiment analysis datasets 
•  Use the same hyperparameter for all dataset. 

Experiment with many different datasets 

•  Analyze methods vs. type of datasets 



NBSVM is good for snippets 

•  Compare with NBSVM with previous SotA 
•  No tuning for specific dataset 

Methods CR	   MPQA	   RTs	  
Previous	  SotA	   81.4	   *86.1	   *77.3	  
NBSVM	  (Uni)	   80.5	   85.3	   78.1	  
NBSVM	  (Bi)	   81.8	   86.3	   79.4	  

*: uses extra data or resource 
Blue is the best 

 



On longer documents 

Methods PL04	  (long)	   IMDB	  (long)	  
Best	  baseline1	   85.4	   87.80	  
LDA1	   66.7	   67.42	  
Full+Unlab’d+BoW1*	   88.9	   88.89	  
WRRBM+BoW2*	   N/A	   89.23	  
MNB	  (Bi)	   85.8	   86.59	  
SVM	  (Bi)	   87.4	   89.16	  
NBSVM	  (Bi)	   89.4	  (90.4)	   91.22	  

1 [Maas et al, ACL 2011]  BoW vector space model 
2 [Dahl et al, ICML 2012] 5-gram vector space model 
 *: uses extra data or resource 

Blue is the best, red also tunes parameter 
 



NBSVM is a good baseline 

Dataset	   Cases	   l	   Best	  baseline	   SotA	  
RT-‐s	   10662	   21	   Y	   Y	  
CR	   3772	   20	   Y	   Y?	  
MPQA	   10624	   3	   N?	   N?	  
Subj.	   10000	   24	   N?	   N?	  
PL04	   2000	   787	   Y	   N?/Y?	  
IMDB	   50000	   231	   Y	   Y	  
AthR	   1427	   345	   Y	   Y	  
XGraph	   1953	   261	   Y	   Y	  
BbCrypt	   1987	   269	   Y	   Y	  

?: not statistically significant at the p=5% level 
With hyperparameter tuning 



In this work 

•  Propose a simple new method that often gives 
state of the art performance 

•  Establish strong baselines for several standard 
sentiment analysis datasets 

•  Analyze methods vs. type of datasets 



Bigrams are more useful for 
sentiment analysis 

Dataset	   Cases	   l	   Bi>Uni	  
RT-‐s	   10662	   21	   Y	  
CR	   3772	   20	   Y	  
MPQA	   10624	   3	   Y	  
Subj.	   10000	   24	   Y	  
PL04	   2000	   787	   Y	  
IMDB	   50000	   231	   Y	  
AthR	   1427	   345	   ?	  
XGraph	   1953	   261	   ?	  
BbCrypt	   1987	   269	   ?	  

?: not statistically significant at the p=5% level 



Naïve Bayes is better for snippets 

Dataset	   Cases	   l	   NB>SVM	  
RT-‐s	   10662	   21	   Y	  
CR	   3772	   20	   N?	  
MPQA	   10624	   3	   N?	  
Subj.	   10000	   24	   Y	  
PL04	   2000	   787	   N	  
IMDB	   50000	   231	   N	  
AthR	   1427	   345	   Y?	  
XGraph	   1953	   261	   Y	  
BbCrypt	   1987	   269	   Y	  

?: not statistically significant at the p=5% level 



Methods vs. datasets 

•  What is better? NB or LR/SVM? 
•  NB is better for snippets 

•  SVM/LR is better for full reviews 

•  Bigram vs. Unigram 
•  Bigrams are more helpful for sentiment analysis than 

for topical classification 

•  Which NB? Which SVM? 
•  Multinomial NB 

•  L2-loss L2-regularized SVM 
•  Or combine them 



Related works 

•  Jason Rennie et al.  Tackling the poor 
assumptions of naive bayes text classifiers. 
ICML03 
•  Use discounting (tf.idf), normalization 

•  Andrew McCallum et al. A comparison of event 
models for naive bayes text classification. 
AAAI98 
•  MNB vs. Bernoulli NB: use MNB, and indicators 

•  Andrew Y Ng and Michael I Jordan. On 
discriminative vs. generative classifiers: A 
comparison of logistic regression and naive 
bayes. NIPS02 



So how are we doing? 

“continuing to provide the same quantum improvement over 
the same modest baselines inspires neither confidence in our 
experimental methods nor conviction of our contribution.”	
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the 1960s [Cleverdon, 1967, 1991]. These established the standard
methodology for assessment of retrieval effectiveness: a test col-
lection consisting of a fixed document corpus, a set of topics or
queries, and judgments indicating which documents are relevant to
which topics. To measure a retrieval system, the queries are run
against the corpus, returning a ranked list of documents or run for
each query. The group of runs a system returns for a set of topics
will be referred to here as a runset. The runs are marked up for rel-
evance using the judgments, and the relevance vectors are scored
using a measure such as mean average precision (MAP) or rank-
biased precision (RBP) [Harman, 1993, Moffat and Zobel, 2008].
In collaborative experiments, multiple groups submit systems

that are compared against each other. But in laboratory work, the
typical scenario considered in this paper, as few as two systems
may be used, one implementing a new technique, the other provid-
ing a baseline for comparison. The validity of the new technique is
tested by comparing its score to the baseline, and any apparent im-
provement is then tested with a statistical significance test [Zobel,
1998, Sanderson and Zobel, 2005, Smucker et al., 2007].
Creating test collections is costly. The document corpus must

be collected; topics must be formulated; and, most expensive of
all, relevance judgments must be performed. However, once a test
collection has been created, using and reusing it is cheap, as no
further human involvement is required in the evaluation process.
Thus there is a strong incentive for researchers to reuse existing
test collections rather than create new ones. While there are ob-
jections that could be made to this continuous reuse of the same
test data, it does offer one great advantage: it allows us to compare
the results of different research experiments, so long as they are
performed on the same collection. If different researchers perform
experiments on different, privately-formed collections, comparing
scores is problematic [Webber et al., 2008]. However, if researchers
run experiments against the same collection, direct comparison of
scores is straightforward and informative.
The IR research community has available to it several large-

scale, high-quality test collections created through collaborative
experiments, most notably the collections generated by the TREC
effort [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. Founded at the start of the
1990s, TREC is an annual experiment involving many research
groups working on a range of retrieval tasks. The TREC effort
collects sizeable document corpuses, formulates topics, and under-
takes relevance assessments, creating judgment sets that are toler-
ably comprehensive even for multi-gigabyte document sets [Zobel,
1998]. The dozens of systems used in test collection construction
are a rich resource both for analysis of the collection itself and for
comparative evaluation of subsequent retrieval innovations. As a
result, the community is in the enviable position of being able to
conduct experiments that are deterministic, completely repeatable,

•  Very useful to explore models that are 
interesting, or linguistically plausible 

•  How important is performance? 
 

 



Better methods should exist 

•  Still no existing method outperforms linear 
classifier with bag of bigrams features… 
•  We can afford a 1000 times slow down  

 

•  Opinion by many previous authors that linear 
BoW is very limited is still correct: 

•  “There is an excellent 90 min film here, but it runs for 
180”  -  real data in rt-polarty.negative 



Questions? 

•  Thank you! 

•  Code to replicate all our results available on my 
website www.stanford.edu/~sidaw 



Extra-slides 

•  Beginning of extra slides 



Armstrong’s conclusion 

8. CONCLUSION
Our longitudinal analysis of published IR results in SIGIR and

CIKM proceedings from 1998-2008 has uncovered the fact that ad-
hoc retrieval is not measurably improving.
There are many possible explanations for this apparent stagna-

tion. What is surprising is that it appears to have gone largely un-
noticed within the IR community. An analysis of the papers sur-
veyed provides several reasons for why this may have happened,
including selection of weak baselines that can create an illusion of
incremental improvement, and insufficient comparison with previ-
ous results.
A central repository of effectiveness results presents a solution

to this problem: best known results could be quickly found by
authors, and readers and reviewers could more effectively assess
claims made in papers. We have created such a system, available
at www.evaluatIR.org [Armstrong et al., 2009a], which we hope
will become a valuable resource for the IR community.
Perhaps most urgently of all, though, we should as a commu-

nity take stock of the situation we find ourselves in. It may be that
significant improvements off weak baselines are meaningful. But
continuing indefinitely to provide the same quantum of improve-
ment over the same modest baselines inspires neither confidence
in our experimental method nor conviction of the contribution of
our research. Indeed, as a concrete challenge, perhaps it is time
for us to take on what should be an attainable goal – let us build
a public system that matches the BM25 run in the 1994 TREC-3
experiment, and then add to it the fruits of the past fifteen years’
research, to form a new baseline against which future effectiveness
improvements can be properly measured.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Australian Re-
search Council. The inclusion and format of Table 1 was perti-
nently suggested by an anonymous referee.
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Snippet full results 

not use stopwords, lexicons or other resources. All
results reported use ↵ = 1, C = 1,� = 0.25 for
NBSVM, and C = 0.1 for SVM.

For comparison with other published results, we
use either 10-fold cross-validation or train/test split
depending on what is standard for the dataset. The
CV column of table 1 specifies what is used. The
standard splits are used when they are available.
The approximate upper-bounds on the difference re-
quired to be statistically significant at the p < 0.05
level are listed in table 1, column �.

4.2 MNB is better at snippets

(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007) suggests that while
“statistical methods” work well for datasets with
hundreds of words in each example, they cannot
handle snippets datasets and some rule-based sys-
tem is necessary. Supporting this claim are examples
such as not an inhumane monster6, or killing cancer
that express an overall positive sentiment with nega-
tive words.

Some previous work on classifying snippets in-
clude using pre-defined polarity reversing rules
(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007), and learning com-
plex models on parse trees such as in (Nakagawa et
al., 2010) and (Socher et al., 2011). These works
seem promising as they perform better than many
sophisticated, rule-based methods used as baselines
in (Nakagawa et al., 2010). However, we find that
several NB/SVM variants in fact do better than these
state-of-the-art methods, even compared to meth-
ods that use lexicons, reversal rules, or unsupervised
pretraining. The results are in table 2.

Our SVM-uni results are consistent with BoF-
noDic and BoF-w/Rev used in (Nakagawa et al.,
2010) and BoWSVM in (Pang and Lee, 2004).
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) used a SVM with second-
order polynomial kernel and additional features.
With the only exception being MPQA, MNB per-
formed better than SVM in all cases.7

Table 2 show that a linear SVM is a weak baseline
for snippets. MNB (and NBSVM) are much better
on sentiment snippet tasks, and usually better than
other published results. Thus, we find the hypothe-

6A positive example from the RT-s dataset.
7We are unsure, but feel that MPQA may be less discrimi-

native, since the documents are extremely short and all methods
perform similarly.

Method RT-s MPQA CR Subj.
MNB-uni 77.9 85.3 79.8 92.6
MNB-bi 79.0 86.3 80.0 93.6
SVM-uni 76.2 86.1 79.0 90.8
SVM-bi 77.7 86.7 80.8 91.7
NBSVM-uni 78.1 85.3 80.5 92.4
NBSVM-bi 79.4 86.3 81.8 93.2
RAE 76.8 85.7 – –
RAE-pretrain 77.7 86.4 – –
Voting-w/Rev. 63.1 81.7 74.2 –
Rule 62.9 81.8 74.3 –
BoF-noDic. 75.7 81.8 79.3 –
BoF-w/Rev. 76.4 84.1 81.4 –
Tree-CRF 77.3 86.1 81.4 –
BoWSVM – – – 90.0

Table 2: Results for snippets datasets. Tree-CRF:
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) RAE: Recursive Autoen-
coders (Socher et al., 2011). RAE-pretrain: train on
Wikipedia (Collobert and Weston, 2008). “Voting”
and “Rule”: use a sentiment lexicon and hard-coded
reversal rules. “w/Rev”: “the polarities of phrases
which have odd numbers of reversal phrases in their
ancestors”. The top 3 methods are in bold and the
best is also underlined.

sis that rule-based systems have an edge for snippet
datasets to be false. MNB is stronger for snippets
than for longer documents. While (Ng and Jordan,
2002) showed that NB is better than SVM/logistic
regression (LR) with few training cases, we show
that MNB is also better with short documents. In
contrast to their result that an SVM usually beats
NB when it has more than 30–50 training cases, we
show that MNB is still better on snippets even with
relatively large training sets (9k cases).

4.3 SVM is better at full-length reviews

As seen in table 1, the RT-2k and IMDB datasets
contain much longer reviews. Compared to the ex-
cellent performance of MNB on snippet datasets,
the many poor assumptions of MNB pointed out
in (Rennie et al., 2003) become more crippling for
these longer documents. SVM is much stronger
than MNB for the 2 full-length sentiment analy-
sis tasks, but still worse than some other published
results. However, NBSVM either exceeds or ap-
proaches previous state-of-the art methods, even the

not use stopwords, lexicons or other resources. All
results reported use ↵ = 1, C = 1,� = 0.25 for
NBSVM, and C = 0.1 for SVM.

For comparison with other published results, we
use either 10-fold cross-validation or train/test split
depending on what is standard for the dataset. The
CV column of table 1 specifies what is used. The
standard splits are used when they are available.
The approximate upper-bounds on the difference re-
quired to be statistically significant at the p < 0.05
level are listed in table 1, column �.

4.2 MNB is better at snippets

(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007) suggests that while
“statistical methods” work well for datasets with
hundreds of words in each example, they cannot
handle snippets datasets and some rule-based sys-
tem is necessary. Supporting this claim are examples
such as not an inhumane monster6, or killing cancer
that express an overall positive sentiment with nega-
tive words.

Some previous work on classifying snippets in-
clude using pre-defined polarity reversing rules
(Moilanen and Pulman, 2007), and learning com-
plex models on parse trees such as in (Nakagawa et
al., 2010) and (Socher et al., 2011). These works
seem promising as they perform better than many
sophisticated, rule-based methods used as baselines
in (Nakagawa et al., 2010). However, we find that
several NB/SVM variants in fact do better than these
state-of-the-art methods, even compared to meth-
ods that use lexicons, reversal rules, or unsupervised
pretraining. The results are in table 2.

Our SVM-uni results are consistent with BoF-
noDic and BoF-w/Rev used in (Nakagawa et al.,
2010) and BoWSVM in (Pang and Lee, 2004).
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) used a SVM with second-
order polynomial kernel and additional features.
With the only exception being MPQA, MNB per-
formed better than SVM in all cases.7

Table 2 show that a linear SVM is a weak baseline
for snippets. MNB (and NBSVM) are much better
on sentiment snippet tasks, and usually better than
other published results. Thus, we find the hypothe-

6A positive example from the RT-s dataset.
7We are unsure, but feel that MPQA may be less discrimi-

native, since the documents are extremely short and all methods
perform similarly.

Method RT-s MPQA CR Subj.
MNB-uni 77.9 85.3 79.8 92.6
MNB-bi 79.0 86.3 80.0 93.6
SVM-uni 76.2 86.1 79.0 90.8
SVM-bi 77.7 86.7 80.8 91.7
NBSVM-uni 78.1 85.3 80.5 92.4
NBSVM-bi 79.4 86.3 81.8 93.2
RAE 76.8 85.7 – –
RAE-pretrain 77.7 86.4 – –
Voting-w/Rev. 63.1 81.7 74.2 –
Rule 62.9 81.8 74.3 –
BoF-noDic. 75.7 81.8 79.3 –
BoF-w/Rev. 76.4 84.1 81.4 –
Tree-CRF 77.3 86.1 81.4 –
BoWSVM – – – 90.0

Table 2: Results for snippets datasets. Tree-CRF:
(Nakagawa et al., 2010) RAE: Recursive Autoen-
coders (Socher et al., 2011). RAE-pretrain: train on
Wikipedia (Collobert and Weston, 2008). “Voting”
and “Rule”: use a sentiment lexicon and hard-coded
reversal rules. “w/Rev”: “the polarities of phrases
which have odd numbers of reversal phrases in their
ancestors”. The top 3 methods are in bold and the
best is also underlined.

sis that rule-based systems have an edge for snippet
datasets to be false. MNB is stronger for snippets
than for longer documents. While (Ng and Jordan,
2002) showed that NB is better than SVM/logistic
regression (LR) with few training cases, we show
that MNB is also better with short documents. In
contrast to their result that an SVM usually beats
NB when it has more than 30–50 training cases, we
show that MNB is still better on snippets even with
relatively large training sets (9k cases).

4.3 SVM is better at full-length reviews

As seen in table 1, the RT-2k and IMDB datasets
contain much longer reviews. Compared to the ex-
cellent performance of MNB on snippet datasets,
the many poor assumptions of MNB pointed out
in (Rennie et al., 2003) become more crippling for
these longer documents. SVM is much stronger
than MNB for the 2 full-length sentiment analy-
sis tasks, but still worse than some other published
results. However, NBSVM either exceeds or ap-
proaches previous state-of-the art methods, even the



Long doc results 
Our results RT-2k IMDB Subj.
MNB-uni 83.45 83.55 92.58
MNB-bi 85.85 86.59 93.56
SVM-uni 86.25 86.95 90.84
SVM-bi 87.40 89.16 91.74
NBSVM-uni 87.80 88.29 92.40
NBSVM-bi 89.45 91.22 93.18
BoW (bnc) 85.45 87.8 87.77
BoW (b�t0c) 85.8 88.23 85.65
LDA 66.7 67.42 66.65
Full+BoW 87.85 88.33 88.45
Full+Unlab’d+BoW 88.9 88.89 88.13
BoWSVM 87.15 – 90.00
Valence Shifter 86.2 – –
tf.�idf 88.1 – –
Appr. Taxonomy 90.20 – –
WRRBM – 87.42 –
WRRBM + BoW(bnc) – 89.23 –

Table 3: Results for long reviews (RT-2k and
IMDB). The snippet dataset Subj. is also included
for comparison. Results in rows 7-11 are from
(Maas et al., 2011). BoW: linear SVM on bag of
words features. bnc: binary, no idf, cosine nor-
malization. �t0: smoothed delta idf. Full: the
full model. Unlab’d: additional unlabeled data.
BoWSVM: bag of words SVM used in (Pang and
Lee, 2004). Valence Shifter: (Kennedy and Inkpen,
2006). tf.�idf: (Martineau and Finin, 2009). Ap-
praisal Taxonomy: (Whitelaw et al., 2005). WR-
RBM: Word Representation Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Dahl et al., 2012).

ones that use additional data. These sentiment anal-
ysis results are shown in table 3.

4.4 Benefits of bigrams depends on the task

Word bigram features are not that commonly used
in text classification tasks (hence, the usual term,
“bag of words”), probably due to their having mixed
and overall limited utility in topical text classifica-
tion tasks, as seen in table 4. This likely reflects that
certain topic keywords are indicative alone. How-
ever, in both tables 2 and 3, adding bigrams always
improved the performance, and often gives better
results than previously published.8 This presum-
ably reflects that in sentiment classification there are

8However, adding trigrams hurts slightly.

Method AthR XGraph BbCrypt
MNB-uni 85.0 90.0 99.3
MNB-bi 85.1 +0.1 91.2 +1.2 99.4 +0.1
SVM-uni 82.6 85.1 98.3
SVM-bi 83.7 +1.1 86.2 +0.9 97.7 �0.5
NBSVM-uni 87.9 91.2 99.7
NBSVM-bi 87.7 �0.2 90.7 �0.5 99.5 �0.2
ActiveSVM – 90 99
DiscLDA 83 – –

Table 4: On 3 20-newsgroup subtasks, we compare
to DiscLDA (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2008) and Ac-
tiveSVM (Schohn and Cohn, 2000).

much bigger gains from bigrams, because they can
capture modified verbs and nouns.

4.5 NBSVM is a robust performer

NBSVM performs well on snippets and longer doc-
uments, for sentiment, topic and subjectivity clas-
sification, and is often better than previously pub-
lished results. Therefore, NBSVM seems to be an
appropriate and very strong baseline for sophisti-
cated methods aiming to beat a bag of features.

One disadvantage of NBSVM is having the inter-
polation parameter �. The performance on longer
documents is virtually identical (within 0.1%) for
� 2 [¼, 1], while � = ¼ is on average 0.5% better
for snippets than � = 1. Using � 2 [¼,½] makes
the NBSVM more robust than more extreme values.

4.6 Other results

Multivariate Bernoulli NB (BNB) usually performs
worse than MNB. The only place where BNB is
comparable to MNB is for snippet tasks using only
unigrams. In general, BNB is less stable than MNB
and performs up to 10% worse. Therefore, bench-
marking against BNB is untrustworthy, cf. (McCal-
lum and Nigam, 1998).

For MNB and NBSVM, using the binarized MNB
ˆ

f is slightly better (by 1%) than using the raw count
feature f . The difference is negligible for snippets.

Using logistic regression in place of SVM gives
similar results, and some of our results can be
viewed more generally in terms of generative vs.
discriminative learning.

Our results RT-2k IMDB Subj.
MNB-uni 83.45 83.55 92.58
MNB-bi 85.85 86.59 93.56
SVM-uni 86.25 86.95 90.84
SVM-bi 87.40 89.16 91.74
NBSVM-uni 87.80 88.29 92.40
NBSVM-bi 89.45 91.22 93.18
BoW (bnc) 85.45 87.8 87.77
BoW (b�t0c) 85.8 88.23 85.65
LDA 66.7 67.42 66.65
Full+BoW 87.85 88.33 88.45
Full+Unlab’d+BoW 88.9 88.89 88.13
BoWSVM 87.15 – 90.00
Valence Shifter 86.2 – –
tf.�idf 88.1 – –
Appr. Taxonomy 90.20 – –
WRRBM – 87.42 –
WRRBM + BoW(bnc) – 89.23 –

Table 3: Results for long reviews (RT-2k and
IMDB). The snippet dataset Subj. is also included
for comparison. Results in rows 7-11 are from
(Maas et al., 2011). BoW: linear SVM on bag of
words features. bnc: binary, no idf, cosine nor-
malization. �t0: smoothed delta idf. Full: the
full model. Unlab’d: additional unlabeled data.
BoWSVM: bag of words SVM used in (Pang and
Lee, 2004). Valence Shifter: (Kennedy and Inkpen,
2006). tf.�idf: (Martineau and Finin, 2009). Ap-
praisal Taxonomy: (Whitelaw et al., 2005). WR-
RBM: Word Representation Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Dahl et al., 2012).

ones that use additional data. These sentiment anal-
ysis results are shown in table 3.

4.4 Benefits of bigrams depends on the task

Word bigram features are not that commonly used
in text classification tasks (hence, the usual term,
“bag of words”), probably due to their having mixed
and overall limited utility in topical text classifica-
tion tasks, as seen in table 4. This likely reflects that
certain topic keywords are indicative alone. How-
ever, in both tables 2 and 3, adding bigrams always
improved the performance, and often gives better
results than previously published.8 This presum-
ably reflects that in sentiment classification there are

8However, adding trigrams hurts slightly.

Method AthR XGraph BbCrypt
MNB-uni 85.0 90.0 99.3
MNB-bi 85.1 +0.1 91.2 +1.2 99.4 +0.1
SVM-uni 82.6 85.1 98.3
SVM-bi 83.7 +1.1 86.2 +0.9 97.7 �0.5
NBSVM-uni 87.9 91.2 99.7
NBSVM-bi 87.7 �0.2 90.7 �0.5 99.5 �0.2
ActiveSVM – 90 99
DiscLDA 83 – –

Table 4: On 3 20-newsgroup subtasks, we compare
to DiscLDA (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2008) and Ac-
tiveSVM (Schohn and Cohn, 2000).

much bigger gains from bigrams, because they can
capture modified verbs and nouns.

4.5 NBSVM is a robust performer

NBSVM performs well on snippets and longer doc-
uments, for sentiment, topic and subjectivity clas-
sification, and is often better than previously pub-
lished results. Therefore, NBSVM seems to be an
appropriate and very strong baseline for sophisti-
cated methods aiming to beat a bag of features.

One disadvantage of NBSVM is having the inter-
polation parameter �. The performance on longer
documents is virtually identical (within 0.1%) for
� 2 [¼, 1], while � = ¼ is on average 0.5% better
for snippets than � = 1. Using � 2 [¼,½] makes
the NBSVM more robust than more extreme values.

4.6 Other results

Multivariate Bernoulli NB (BNB) usually performs
worse than MNB. The only place where BNB is
comparable to MNB is for snippet tasks using only
unigrams. In general, BNB is less stable than MNB
and performs up to 10% worse. Therefore, bench-
marking against BNB is untrustworthy, cf. (McCal-
lum and Nigam, 1998).

For MNB and NBSVM, using the binarized MNB
ˆ

f is slightly better (by 1%) than using the raw count
feature f . The difference is negligible for snippets.

Using logistic regression in place of SVM gives
similar results, and some of our results can be
viewed more generally in terms of generative vs.
discriminative learning.



Maas et al. 

Features PL04 Our Dataset Subjectivity

Bag of Words (bnc) 85.45 87.80 87.77
Bag of Words (b�t’c) 85.80 88.23 85.65
LDA 66.70 67.42 66.65
LSA 84.55 83.96 82.82
Our Semantic Only 87.10 87.30 86.65
Our Full 84.65 87.44 86.19
Our Full, Additional Unlabeled 87.05 87.99 87.22
Our Semantic + Bag of Words (bnc) 88.30 88.28 88.58
Our Full + Bag of Words (bnc) 87.85 88.33 88.45
Our Full, Add’l Unlabeled + Bag of Words (bnc) 88.90 88.89 88.13

Bag of Words SVM (Pang and Lee, 2004) 87.15 N/A 90.00
Contextual Valence Shifters (Kennedy and Inkpen, 2006) 86.20 N/A N/A
tf.�idf Weighting (Martineau and Finin, 2009) 88.10 N/A N/A
Appraisal Taxonomy (Whitelaw et al., 2005) 90.20 N/A N/A

Table 2: Classification accuracy on three tasks. From left to right the datasets are: A collection of 2,000 movie reviews
often used as a benchmark of sentiment classification (Pang and Lee, 2004), 50,000 reviews we gathered from IMDB,
and the sentence subjectivity dataset also released by (Pang and Lee, 2004). All tasks are balanced two-class problems.

from word vectors.

4.3.1 Pang and Lee Movie Review Dataset
The polarity dataset version 2.0 introduced

by Pang and Lee (2004)1 consists of 2,000 movie
reviews, where each is associated with a binary sen-
timent polarity label. We report 10-fold cross vali-
dation results using the authors’ published folds to
make our results comparable with others in the lit-
erature. We use a linear support vector machine
(SVM) classifier trained with LIBLINEAR (Fan et
al., 2008), and set the SVM regularization parame-
ter to the same value used by Pang and Lee (2004).

Table 2 shows the classification performance of
our method, other VSMs we implemented, and pre-
viously reported results from the literature. Bag of
words vectors are denoted by their weighting nota-
tion. Features from word vector learner are denoted
by the learner name. As a control, we trained ver-
sions of our model with only the unsupervised se-
mantic component, and the full model (semantic and
sentiment). We also include results for a version of
our full model trained with 50,000 additional unla-
beled examples. Finally, to test whether our mod-
els’ representations complement a standard bag of
words, we evaluate performance of the two feature
representations concatenated.

1http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data

Our method’s features clearly outperform those of
other VSMs, and perform best when combined with
the original bag of words representation. The vari-
ant of our model trained with additional unlabeled
data performed best, suggesting the model can effec-
tively utilize large amounts of unlabeled data along
with labeled examples. Our method performs com-
petitively with previously reported results in spite of
our restriction to a vocabulary of only 5,000 words.

We extracted the movie title associated with each
review and found that 1,299 of the 2,000 reviews in
the dataset have at least one other review of the same
movie in the dataset. Of 406 movies with multiple
reviews, 249 have the same polarity label for all of
their reviews. Overall, these facts suggest that, rela-
tive to the size of the dataset, there are highly corre-
lated examples with correlated labels. This is a nat-
ural and expected property of this kind of document
collection, but it can have a substantial impact on
performance in datasets of this scale. In the random
folds distributed by the authors, approximately 50%
of reviews in each validation fold’s test set have a
review of the same movie with the same label in the
training set. Because the dataset is small, a learner
may perform well by memorizing the association be-
tween label and words unique to a particular movie
(e.g., character names or plot terms).

We introduce a substantially larger dataset, which



Topical 
Our results RT-2k IMDB Subj.
MNB-uni 83.45 83.55 92.58
MNB-bi 85.85 86.59 93.56
SVM-uni 86.25 86.95 90.84
SVM-bi 87.40 89.16 91.74
NBSVM-uni 87.80 88.29 92.40
NBSVM-bi 89.45 91.22 93.18
BoW (bnc) 85.45 87.8 87.77
BoW (b�t0c) 85.8 88.23 85.65
LDA 66.7 67.42 66.65
Full+BoW 87.85 88.33 88.45
Full+Unlab’d+BoW 88.9 88.89 88.13
BoWSVM 87.15 – 90.00
Valence Shifter 86.2 – –
tf.�idf 88.1 – –
Appr. Taxonomy 90.20 – –
WRRBM – 87.42 –
WRRBM + BoW(bnc) – 89.23 –

Table 3: Results for long reviews (RT-2k and
IMDB). The snippet dataset Subj. is also included
for comparison. Results in rows 7-11 are from
(Maas et al., 2011). BoW: linear SVM on bag of
words features. bnc: binary, no idf, cosine nor-
malization. �t0: smoothed delta idf. Full: the
full model. Unlab’d: additional unlabeled data.
BoWSVM: bag of words SVM used in (Pang and
Lee, 2004). Valence Shifter: (Kennedy and Inkpen,
2006). tf.�idf: (Martineau and Finin, 2009). Ap-
praisal Taxonomy: (Whitelaw et al., 2005). WR-
RBM: Word Representation Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Dahl et al., 2012).

ones that use additional data. These sentiment anal-
ysis results are shown in table 3.

4.4 Benefits of bigrams depends on the task

Word bigram features are not that commonly used
in text classification tasks (hence, the usual term,
“bag of words”), probably due to their having mixed
and overall limited utility in topical text classifica-
tion tasks, as seen in table 4. This likely reflects that
certain topic keywords are indicative alone. How-
ever, in both tables 2 and 3, adding bigrams always
improved the performance, and often gives better
results than previously published.8 This presum-
ably reflects that in sentiment classification there are

8However, adding trigrams hurts slightly.

Method AthR XGraph BbCrypt
MNB-uni 85.0 90.0 99.3
MNB-bi 85.1 +0.1 91.2 +1.2 99.4 +0.1
SVM-uni 82.6 85.1 98.3
SVM-bi 83.7 +1.1 86.2 +0.9 97.7 �0.5
NBSVM-uni 87.9 91.2 99.7
NBSVM-bi 87.7 �0.2 90.7 �0.5 99.5 �0.2
ActiveSVM – 90 99
DiscLDA 83 – –

Table 4: On 3 20-newsgroup subtasks, we compare
to DiscLDA (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2008) and Ac-
tiveSVM (Schohn and Cohn, 2000).

much bigger gains from bigrams, because they can
capture modified verbs and nouns.

4.5 NBSVM is a robust performer

NBSVM performs well on snippets and longer doc-
uments, for sentiment, topic and subjectivity clas-
sification, and is often better than previously pub-
lished results. Therefore, NBSVM seems to be an
appropriate and very strong baseline for sophisti-
cated methods aiming to beat a bag of features.

One disadvantage of NBSVM is having the inter-
polation parameter �. The performance on longer
documents is virtually identical (within 0.1%) for
� 2 [¼, 1], while � = ¼ is on average 0.5% better
for snippets than � = 1. Using � 2 [¼,½] makes
the NBSVM more robust than more extreme values.

4.6 Other results

Multivariate Bernoulli NB (BNB) usually performs
worse than MNB. The only place where BNB is
comparable to MNB is for snippet tasks using only
unigrams. In general, BNB is less stable than MNB
and performs up to 10% worse. Therefore, bench-
marking against BNB is untrustworthy, cf. (McCal-
lum and Nigam, 1998).

For MNB and NBSVM, using the binarized MNB
ˆ

f is slightly better (by 1%) than using the raw count
feature f . The difference is negligible for snippets.

Using logistic regression in place of SVM gives
similar results, and some of our results can be
viewed more generally in terms of generative vs.
discriminative learning.



Datasets 

set of features, and f

(i)
j represents the number of oc-

currences of feature Vj in training case i. Define
the count vectors as p = ↵ +

P
i:y(i)=1 f

(i) and
q = ↵ +

P
i:y(i)=�1 f

(i) for smoothing parameter
↵. The log-count ratio is:

r = log
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2.1 Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)
In MNB, x(k)

= f

(k), w = r and b = log(N+/N�).
N+, N� are the number of positive and negative
training cases. However, as in (Metsis et al., 2006),
we find that binarizing f

(k) is better. We take x(k)
=

ˆ

f

(k)
= 1{f (k) > 0}, where 1 is the indicator func-

tion. p̂, q̂, r̂ are calculated using ˆ

f

(i) instead of f (i)

in (2).

2.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
For the SVM, x(k)

=

ˆ

f

(k), and w, b are obtained by
minimizing

w

T
w+C

X
i
max(0, 1� y(i)(wT

ˆ

f

(i)
+ b))2 (3)

We find this L2-regularized L2-loss SVM to work
the best and L1-loss SVM to be less stable. The LI-
BLINEAR library (Fan et al., 2008) is used here.

2.3 SVM with NB features (NBSVM)
Otherwise identical to the SVM, except we use
x

(k)
=

˜

f

(k), where ˜

f

(k)
= r̂ � ˆf (k) is the elemen-

twise product. While this does very well for long
documents, we find that an interpolation between
MNB and SVM performs excellently for all docu-
ments and we report results using this model:

w

0
= (1� �)w̄ + �w (4)

where w̄ = ||w||1/|V | is the mean magnitude of w,
and � 2 [0, 1] is the interpolation parameter. This
interpolation can be seen as a form of regularization:
trust NB unless the SVM is very confident.

3 Datasets and Task

We compare with published results on the following
datasets. Detailed statistics are shown in table 1.

RT-s: Short movie reviews dataset containing one
sentence per review (Pang and Lee, 2005).

Dataset (N+, N�) l CV |V | �

RT-s (5331,5331) 21 10 21K 0.8
CR (2406,1366) 20 10 5713 1.3
MPQA (3316,7308) 3 10 6299 0.8
Subj. (5000,5000) 24 10 24K 0.8
RT-2k (1000,1000) 787 10 51K 1.5
IMDB (25k,25k) 231 N 392K 0.4
AthR (799,628) 345 N 22K 2.9
XGraph (980,973) 261 N 32K 1.8
BbCrypt (992,995) 269 N 25K 0.5

Table 1: Dataset statistics. (N+, N�): number of
positive and negative examples. l: average num-
ber of words per example. CV: number of cross-
validation splits, or N for train/test split. |V |: the
vocabulary size. �: upper-bounds of the differences
required to be statistically significant at the p < 0.05
level.

CR: Customer review dataset (Hu and Liu, 2004)
processed like in (Nakagawa et al., 2010).2

MPQA: Opinion polarity subtask of the MPQA
dataset (Wiebe et al., 2005).3

Subj: The subjectivity dataset with subjective re-
views and objective plot summaries (Pang and
Lee, 2004).

RT-2k: The standard 2000 full-length movie re-
view dataset (Pang and Lee, 2004).

IMDB: A large movie review dataset with 50k full-
length reviews (Maas et al., 2011).4

AthR, XGraph, BbCrypt: Classify pairs of
newsgroups in the 20-newsgroups dataset with
all headers stripped off (the third (18828) ver-
sion5), namely: alt.atheism vs. religion.misc,
comp.windows.x vs. comp.graphics, and
rec.sport.baseball vs. sci.crypt, respectively.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experimental setup
We use the provided tokenizations when they exist.
If not, we split at spaces for unigrams, and we filter
out anything that is not [A-Za-z] for bigrams. We do

2http://www.cs.uic.edu/⇠liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
3http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
4http://ai.stanford.edu/⇠amaas/data/sentiment
5http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups



Findings 

•  Establish strong baselines for several standard 
sentiment analysis datasets 
•  A well chosen linear classifier performs very well 

•  Propose a simple new method that often gives 
state of the art performance 
•  By combining NB and SVM/LR, this method is very 

robust 

•  Systematically analyze methods vs. datasets 
•  MNB is better than Bernoulli NB, bigram is often better 
•  The answer often depends on the class of dataset 


